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The Character of Physical Law (Messenger Lectures, 1964)MIT Press, 2001

	In these Messenger Lectures, originally delivered at Cornell University and recorded for television by the BBC, Richard Feynman offers an overview of selected physical laws and gathers their common features into one broad principle of invariance. He maintains at the outset that the importance of a physical law is not "how clever...
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Post-mining of Association Rules: Techniques for Effective Knowledge ExtractionInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Since its introduction for market basket analysis in the early 1990s, association rule mining has had a lot of research attention, and it is now widely used in many fields, for example in retail, telecom, insurance, and bioinformatics applications.


	One familiar problem encountered in association mining exercises is that they...
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Murach's Oracle SQL and PL/SQL (Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2008

	If you're developing applications that access Oracle databases, you can save time and work by having SQL do more of the data handling for you: This new book shows you how. It teaches you how to create effective SQL queries to extract and update the data in an Oracle database. It teaches you how to design and implement a database, giving...
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The Encyclopedia Of Addictions And Addictive Behaviors (Facts on File Library of Health and Living)Facts on File, 2005

	Psychiatrists often treat both the causes and the consequences of addictive behaviors. As a psychiatrist, I have treated many people with serious addictive behaviors ranging from cocaine addiction to kleptomania. I have also treated patients who have come to me with a broad range of other psychiatric problems. In addition, some of my patients...
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OCA Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I: A Real World Certification Guide (1ZO-051)Packt Publishing, 2011

	The Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam is the first stepping stone in getting the Oracle Certified Associate Certification for Oracle Database 11g. The SQL programming language is used in every major relational database today and understanding the real world application of it is the key to becoming a successful DBA.


	This...
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Apache Hive Essentials: Essential techniques to help you process, and get unique insights from, big data, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book takes you on a fantastic journey to discover the attributes of big data using Apache Hive.

	
		Key Features

		
			Grasp the skills needed to write efficient Hive queries to analyze the Big Data
	
			Discover how Hive can coexist and work with other tools within the Hadoop...
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PHP for the World Wide Web Visual Quickstart GuidePeachpit Press, 2001
While there are several professional-level books available on PHP, there are few guides to this open-source scripting language for students who may be familiar with HTML but are not studying to be professional programmers. PHP for the World Wide Web: Visual QuickStart Guide is a task-based, visual reference guide...
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Samba-3 by Example: Practical Exercises to Successful Deployment (2nd Edition) (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
The Practical, Tested, Step-by-Step Samba-3 Guidebook Has Now Been Fully Updated!


The definitive Samba-3 guidebook has been completely updated to reflect the latest Samba releases and migration techniques. This book’s complete configuration files, step-by-step implementation  instructions, network diagrams, and...
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ASP.NET by ExampleQue, 2001
ASP developers need to understand how ASP.NET can help them solve business problems better than any prior product.  ASP.NET by Example is designed to provide a "crash course" on ASP.NET and quickly help the reader start using this new technology. As part of the By Example series, this book approaches ASP.NET in an easy-to-use tutorial...
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IT Administrator's Top Ten Introductory Scripts for Windows (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2004
A key problem with Microsoft Windows is that its friendly user interface can get in the way of efficient system administration. There's no easy way, for example, to use the graphical administration tools to determine which of your users have passwords that will soon expire. The answers to such problems of administration come in the form of scripts...
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Painting the WebO'Reilly, 2008
Do you think that only professionals with expensive tools and years of experience can work with web graphics? This guide tosses that notion into the trash bin.
  
  Painting the Web is the first comprehensive book on web graphics to come along in years, and author Shelley Powers demonstrates how readers of any level can take...
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SQL Server 2008 Transact-SQL Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
SQL Server 2008 Transact–SQL Recipes: A Problem–Solution Approach is an example–based guide to the Transact–SQL language that is at the core of SQL Server 2008. Learn to create databases, insert and update data, generate reports, secure your data, and more. Author Joseph Sack takes common...
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